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SIENA RECLINING ARMCHAIR - SRCH

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
COMPONENTS 

HARDWARE

FINISHING ITEMS

MediumGrit Sandpaper

NOTE: If the furniture is going to be placed on a concrete or tile patio, it should first be rinsed well  
to remove the sawdust that may cause some staining. 

NOTE: A hammer (not provided) will be needed for the assembly of this chair.
   

Seat Back
Quantity: 1

Seat
Quantity: 1

Right Leg Assembly
Quantity: 1

Left Leg Assembly
Quantity: 1

5 Front Seat Rail
Quantity: 1

6 Rear Seat Rail
Quantity: 1

Steel Rod
Quantity: 1

A Washer2 10mm x 1mm
Quantity: 2

B Polyethylene Blocks
Quantity: 2

C Dowels
Quantity: 8

D

Washers 10mm x 2mm
Quantity: 2

E
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INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 1
First prepare the seat assembly. Insert the steel rod        
through the predrilled holes of the seat back      and seat     .  
Place the nylon washer       on the rod followed by the 
polyethylene blocks       as shown. 

STEP 2
On a clean flat surface, lay right leg assembly      on its side 
mortise holes facing up.  Place front seat rail     , and rear 
seat rail       into mortise of right leg assembly. A steel pin 
indicates the rear of the chair. Next, slide the 2mm washer               
onto the steel pin at the rear of the chair.
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STEP 3
Line up the completed seat assembly so the polyethylene 
block fits into the long mortise in the rail on the right leg 
assembly and the steel pin of the leg assembly fits into the 
mortise located on the seat back. 

STEP 4
Place left leg assembly      onto those parts already assem-
bled.  Again, slide the 2mm washer onto the steel pin, align 
the polyethylene block and the steel pin to fit into the 
mortise of the rail on the left leg assembly and the seat 
back.

STEP 5
With a hammer, drive 8 total dowels      into the predrilled holes found on the front and rear of the leg assemblies.  Insert the 
tapered end of the dowels first.  NOTE: The dowels should be easily driven in flush.  If there is strong resistance, do not force the 
dowel.  Sand to smooth off areas around the dowel pins.  Your chair is now ready to enjoy! 
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